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Abstract 
 
In this paper, we describe the development of Herbie, a robot developed in our computer science 
department.  Herbie is an autonomous robot built using commercial off-the-shelf components 
that navigates the halls of the computer science building using a camera-based approach.  The 
robot runs the ROS operating system and provides a good platform for robotics research.  Herbie 
travels in our department to different waypoints in the building, stops for pedestrians, and drives 
around obstacles when necessary.  
 
In addition to using Herbie as a research platform, a growing part of the Herbie project has 
become engagement of the campus community and university alumni as visibility for the project. 
The two areas of community engagement that have evolved are: the social media presence of the 
robot and visits to K-8 schools to promote STEM education.  We first describe how a faculty 
member and students use Instagram as a means to increase university awareness of the robot as 
well as highlight various other academic programs at the university.  Through social media, 
alumni and students are able to provide suggestions and feedback on the project as a whole.  We 
outline how the project started out as a research project, and how the social media aspect has 
become of increasing importance to the project.  Secondly, we outline how we connect with 
younger students at K-8 schools through presentations during in-class visits.  These visits 
provide a means to build interest in STEM areas in local schools.  Next steps for the project 
include improving the technical aspects of Herbie along with building stronger connections with 
alumni through social media.  
 
Introduction 
 
Herbie is an autonomous robot designed and built at Cal Poly State University, San Luis Obispo 
and was initially envisioned to fulfill the purpose of a platform for research and student projects. 
The robot platform is ‘medium’ sized and allows groups of students to work on various aspects 
of the robot.  We have found ways to incorporate university students of various levels of 
educational experience (from freshman to senior students) into the development program.  Over 
time though, various roles have been added to make the robot project more versatile. 

 



  

 
Figure 1.  Herbie is meant to be a friendly and inviting robot.  

 
Overall, we find the benefits of the Herbie project are threefold:  providing a platform for 
robotics research with undergraduate students, giving the university community a way to follow 
some activities in our academic department, and engaging K-8 students to become interested in 
robotics and STEM areas.  Figure 1 shows Herbie in the current configuration. 
 
This paper is organized in the following manner.  We first describe work in the area of robotics 
that relates technically in nature as well as in overall project goals.  The following two sections 
then describe the relevant hardware and software components of the robot.  Then, we discuss the 
approach taken in working on a long term project to develop the robot.  We then cover the 3 
areas in which the Herbie project has been beneficial: as a research platform, campus 
engagement and building connections through social media, and engagement with local schools. 
Finally, we discuss future possibilities, lessons learned, and conclude.  

 
Related Work 
 
The project we describe in this paper outlines the development of a robot that traverses and 
roams a university campus or building.  There are a number of prior works related to our project 
and we list a few robot projects that are similar in spirit.  
 
RoboSantral1 is a guide robot that traverses a university campus using GPS for waypoint 
navigation and pre-defined visual location tags to detect buildings.  For Herbie navigation, our 
goal was to avoid using visual location tags and instead store a database of visual features from 
images.  RoboSantral is outfitted with a friendly face similar to Herbie.  Along a similar line, 
Saad et al.2 study the effectiveness of a robot used to greet people entering a campus and the 



  

impact of deliberate cues for human-robot interaction.  Ni et al.3 describe a multi-year project 
that is a robot tour guide and the project itself provides research opportunities for 
undergraduates; the robot itself though is not autonomous.  TritonBot4 is an indoor interactive 
robot that also uses the ROS navigation stack similar to Herbie, but functions in an indoor 
environment. 
 
Regarding robots and interactions through social media, the FaceBots5 project is quite relevant. 
The work describes a system where an interactive physical robot automatically makes ‘friend’ 
connections through the Facebook system.  For our work, humans maintain the social 
connections of the robot account. 
 
In terms of education and awareness, Gordon et al.6 described the integration of robots in 
sparking interest in learning a technical field through robotics.  Although robotics encompasses a 
variety of technical disciplines, many projects do not aim for integration into campus life or as a 
tool for education.  Additional examples of collaboration between organizations and local 
schools are found in Geyer et al.7 (industry collaboration) and Bojic et al.8 (university 
collaboration). 
 
Hardware Overview 
 
The foundation for Herbie hardware is the robot design distributed in the Robotics Teaching Kit9 
by NVIDIA Corp.  The teaching kit itself is intended for university instructors looking to 
develop a robotics course.  Material provided in the teaching kit consists of lecture slides, lab 
assignments, and a specification for a robot design.  The open source robot design outlined in the 
kit, Jet, specifies an aluminum chassis created using Actobotics metal channel10.  The Actobotics 
metal channel is connected using 6-32 socket head screws and is popular for use in FIRST 
robotics because of its ease of reconfigurability while providing good strength.  We use the robot 
framing design described in the Robotics Teaching Kit as a base platform, but add additional 
channel pieces for mounting other electronics, accessories, and other signage.  
 
The robot base itself is a differential drive configuration with two 6” drive wheels and a 3” 
trailing caster.  The motors have integrated encoders which provide a resolution of 3200 encoder 
ticks per revolution of the drive wheels.  High resolution encoders are important in the operation 
of the robot as the mapping system relies on encoder data to generate an accurate map of the 
driving environment during the mapping and localization procedures.  Because of the high rate 
of encoder transitions, we use an Arduino Mega to handle counting encoder ticks.  This Arduino 
Mega is coupled with a shield designed to handle quadrature encoder signals. 
 
 



  

 
Figure 2.  Example map of an outdoor building space for autonomous navigation.  The 
light gray represents unoccupied space, black represents obstacles, and the dark gray area 
is unknown.  The blue lines represent the traversed path.  
 
For the on-board computer, we use the NVIDIA Jetson TX2.  This embedded computer has a 
6-core 64-bit ARM SoC which contains an additional 256-core GPU.  There is 8GB of RAM  
available and we use a standard laptop SSD for data logging.  The maximum power consumption 
of the computer is 15W and the entire robot is run using a 4S 6000mAh lithium polymer battery. 
Run times of over 1 hour are typical for our setup.  
 
In terms of sensing, the primary mode of sensing for localization is the ZED stereo camera11. 
This is a color stereo camera which provides HD-quality images as well as depth information. 
The camera allows for localization of the robot in the building as well as providing detection of 
obstacles.  In order to compute odometry, there are encoders on the motors as well as an IMU to 
compute rotation rates.  For sound effect playback, there is a USB sound card and speaker 
on-board as well.  
 
Software Overview 
 
We use the Robot Operating System (ROS)12 which is a software middleware layer that runs on 
top of Linux in order to manage the coordination of sensors and actuators.  ROS provides a layer 
of abstraction to handle messages that arrive from various sensors at different rates and also 
provides an interface for others to build drivers that our software can utilize.  

 



  

Driving autonomously in an outdoor environment requires a SLAM (Simultaneous Localization 
and Mapping) system.  The system we find to operate most reliably in our application is 
RTAB-Map13.  This SLAM system is completely camera-based, meaning that localization 
operations can be performed solely with an RGB-D camera (or stereo camera in our case which 
provides depth).  
 
During the mapping process, the robot is driven manually and images are taken periodically (at 
1Hz).  The left-camera image and the corresponding depth image are stored in a database. 
Figure 2 shows a map generated by RTAB-Map.  Odometry is computed using the motor 
encoders on the robot and loop closures are detected from images alone.  The ZED camera is a 
color camera so the color images as well as the computed depth image are stored to estimate 
robot pose on a loop closure.  A drawback of the RTAB-Map system is that because loop closure 
is performed using only images, loop closure detection is sensitive to lighting.  Because of that, 
the building area has been mapped at different times of day to record the appearance in different 
lighting conditions.  
 
Once a map has been created, the robot is run in a localization mode (no additional mapping, just 
determination of position) using the ROS navigation stack.  This navigation stack computes 
smooth routes to different waypoints on the map and also computes trajectories around obstacles. 
If an obstacle blocks the computed navigation path, Herbie assumes the obstacle is a pedestrian 
and plays a sound effect. 
 
Robot Development Model and Student Involvement 
 
Because this work is done at a primarily undergraduate institution, there are many challenges in 
developing a long term robotics project such as this one.  It is difficult to maintain continuity in a 
hardware/software development environment when students are only able to actively contribute 
for 3-6 months at a time during their college careers.  It is a challenging balance to find the right 
combination of student and faculty involvement on a long term project.  If students retain most 
of the technical knowledge during initial development, then when they graduate, a significant 
portion of the system knowledge is lost, leaving new students with the tasks of figuring out how 
the system was organized.  On the other hand, if faculty members are overly involved in 
development, then this limits student learning.  This is a common problem with long term 
undergraduate projects and one that is not unique to the Herbie project.  
 
We present this work not as a solution to the problem of student project knowledge transfer, but 
as a case study in documenting the development of our particular robot.  In order to get the 
platform working, the initial 18 months of development was done by the primary faculty advisor. 
Initial development included selection of computing hardware, selection of mechanical 



  

components, and writing software.  This is not ideal in terms of student learning, but the goal 
was to get the platform functioning to a base level and then to have students develop modular 
projects that enhance the functionality and interactivity of the robot.  From prior experience, the 
faculty member had attempted 2 times previously to launch a similar project with students 
leading development, but both attempts ended in a similar manner.  The projects had sufficient 
momentum during the first 6 months of the project when the initial group of students was 
present, but once that set of students graduated, much of the technical knowledge of the project 
was lost and development stalled.  
 
Also considered in the initial design was the option to purchase a pre-built ruggedized robot 
base, but in that case, the autonomous navigation software would have to be developed as well. 
In addition, the physical designs that would be suitable proved to be quite costly.  We believe 
that the combination of reusable aluminum channel with in-house software integration was the 
best option given our student-to-student knowledge-transfer challenges and budget limitations.  
 
We approach student involvement currently as students working on modular projects that can be 
started and completed approximately over a 6 month period.  These projects may be hardware or 
software focused or may consist of both.  Currently, the robot has the baseline functionality to  
navigate the building (which is an outdoor space) and one of the first modular hardware projects 
is for students to develop a separate ‘offline’ computing module for the robot.  This ‘offline’ 
computing module is an Arduino-class embedded microcontroller and the purpose of the module 
is to play sounds or flash lights when the primary navigation computer is powered down.  We 
find that people tend to say things or interact with the robot even when the main computer is off. 
This low power module adds a dimension of interactivity even when the robot is seemingly 
powered off while it is being transported across campus.  
 
A Platform for Robotics Research with Undergraduate Students 
 
In addition to providing students with modular projects that can be integrated into the robot, 
Herbie provides a platform for robotics research.  One of the most challenging aspects of 
undergraduate research in robotics is having sufficient hardware for students to use.  We bypass 
this issue by limiting our research to areas that can proceed without the need for a physical robot. 
In our experience, the most readily available software research projects for students to work on 
revolve around developing neural network models.  
 
In order to incorporate students at various skill levels, we are building a pipeline of opportunities 
where we have provided a way for freshman engineering students to contribute to development. 
The prevalence of machine learning is an exciting area for new students to work in and one of  
the needs in robotics is the development of machine learning models that take sensor data as  



  

 
Figure 3a and 3b.  The left image (3a) is an example of a typical image label.  The red 
polygon is drawn by a student annotator and represents the driveable free space.  The right 
image (3b) shows the output of a trained neural network which is a set of 48 red circles 
representing the predicted free space boundary. 
 
input and to make predictions on that input.  Freshman students have varying levels of prior 
experience and one of the ways in which less experienced students can be involved in the project 
is to have them label training data for the machine learning models.  We utilize the Labelbox14 
data service to store our training data and labels.  Labelbox provides mechanisms to have some 
students to serve as reviewers of labeled data to ensure the quality of the labeled data.  This 
labeling task provides students with insights into the machine learning process.  Generally, it is 
the upper level students that work on the machine learning models.  
 
In Figure 3a and 3b, the left image shows the human annotated labelling of the driveable free 
space in an image and the right image shows the predicted free space once a model has been 
trained.  Recent work is focusing on building neural network models using the MobileNet V315 
and Efficientnet16 architectures.   These are CNN architectures for execution on smaller GPU 
hardware and are suitable for operation on embedded NVIDIA boards.  These projects work 
readily into our undergraduate system for when a student completes a research project, the final 
deliverable is a single trained model.  That model is usable for inference and can plug directly 
into the existing software architecture. 
 
Campus Engagement and Social Media 
 
Aside from the student project opportunities afforded by the robot development, one of the major 
goals for Herbie is to be a recognizable, friendly face on campus that attracts students’ attention 
and interest in technology regardless of major.  Herbie’s smiley, amiable face attracts students 
from all backgrounds and majors; even students with non-technical backgrounds are curious 
about Herbie’s ability to autonomously travel the hallways of the computer science building.  In 
order to increase Herbie’s engagement with the community, we believed that it was important for 
Herbie to have a social media presence.  



  

 
Figure 4a and 4b.  The left chart (4a) shows the number of Instagram followers after the 
account launch.  The right chart (4b) shows follower demographics by age. 
 
Social media has the power to connect people near and far - especially those who are eager to 
learn about Herbie and technology.   We chose Instagram as the main social media platform to 
use because of its ever growing popularity, its user age versatility, and its historic success in 
advertising and brand making.  
 
We have fashioned a variety of Instagram posts in order to increase Herbie’s presence on 
campus.  One popular method of directly engaging students has been class visits.  Herbie has 
visited classes varying from theory of computation and computer architecture to environmental 
soil science and biology classes.  These classroom visits provide photo opportunities, and 
students from all over campus learn about Herbie and have gained interest in how his technology 
works.  
 
Herbie has also visited campus administrators, including the dean of engineering and the 
department chairs of computer engineering and computer science.   These visits consisted of 
discussing Herbie’s presence and influence on campus as well as plans for the future.   We took 
pictures of Herbie with the campus administrators, which ended up on the university’s major 
websites, giving Herbie significant exposure to the university community and expanding 
Herbie’s social network.  
 
As Herbie’s recognition progressed, we began to do “Herbie Giveaways.”  These giveaways 
began by having a basket full of candy attached to Herbie’s head and running Herbie around the 
hallways of campus.   Students would recognize Herbie, take a piece of candy, and sometimes 
take pictures or videos of him.  When the social media account first launched in Fall 2019, we 
relied on the existing connections that we had on each of our individual accounts, to spread the 
word about Herbie.  We reached out to those existing followers and encouraged them to follow 
along on our journey of this project.  



  

 
Figure 5.  Herbie has been used for classroom presentations for 5th and 8th graders. 

Images used with permission.  
 
As shown in the bar graph in Figure 4a, we can see that the increase in followers was significant 
in the beginning in comparison to the latter few weeks.   With the majority of the initial 
followers being from peers, students, alumni, parents, and local businesses, we noticed that the 
more recent followers have been gained from the use of hashtags, geotags, and business 
outreach.  Figure 4b shows follower age demographics, where most of the followers are 
college-aged (18-24).  The second largest group consists of 45-54 year olds and we believe these 
to consist of mostly parents of university students.  Unfortunately, we are not able to obtain the 
percentage that are alumni.  
 
One of the goals for the Instagram account was to make it so that Herbie had an active presence 
in the social media world.   We strived to achieve this goal by creating a schedule of photo 
content so that we could have the ability to post a picture 1-2 times per week.   Photos varied in 
topic and were taken in a variety of places in order to attempt to attract as many viewers as 
possible.   In regards to business outreach, we have been able to successfully contact local 
businesses for donations of gift cards to be used for our Instagram giveaways to help further our 
following base.   These online giveaways also create opportunities for interaction between 
Herbie and his followers.  

 
Engagement with Local Schools 
 
The area of building interest in STEM subjects is one where Herbie can be readily applied 
through local school visits.  Students have been naturally drawn to the look of a nice and friendly 
robot character.  Although more and more students are being exposed to robotics through robot 
competitions at local schools, we find value in having a faculty member visit a class with Herbie 
and go through a short presentation with the students.  



  

Herbie has visited a 5th grade class at a local elementary school and an 8th grade class at a 
middle school, as shown in Figure 5.  Our presentation material has consisted of the following 
questions and topics: 
 

● What sensors do you know about or have seen? 
○ Common answers include: 

■ Motion sensors (motion sensing lights) 
■ Sonar sensor (car backup sensors) 
■ Color sensors 

● How do these sensors work? 
○ Sonar, Radar, Lidar, Cameras 

● What sensors do we have as humans? 
● For our own eyes, how do we perceive the depth of objects? 
● How do motors work? 

 
A number of these questions lead into discussion topics regarding the precision of various 
sensors, cost of sensors, and overall capabilities of sensors.  In regards to motors, many students 
are intrigued about how electrical energy is converted into rotational mechanical energy.  Out of 
this discussion, we are able to introduce the concept of a transducer to students.  
 
Both groups of students had similar sets of questions regarding sensing and motors.  An 
interesting observation that was made at both schools is that students were interested in the 
command-line interface (secure shell client) that was used to connect to the robot.  
 
We believe that Herbie can continue to be an ambassador of technology to students in local 
schools.  One limitation that we currently have in our software is that an area has to be mapped 
before the robot can operate autonomously and that prevents running the robot in an autonomous 
manner during school visits.  Once an area has been mapped, it is necessary to clean up spurious 
obstacles readings that get stored in the map.  This is done post-process at our university, but 
having an automated method to do this map cleanup would allow immediate mapping of an area 
and then running the robot autonomously in that area.  
 
Future Work 
 
There are a number of directions in which we would like to further Herbie development. 
Mechanically, we are building a second chassis with larger wheels (to traverse rougher concrete 
with less vibration) and better motors (to comfortably drive along uphill inclines).  In addition to 
those mechanical modifications, the computer will be upgraded and cameras with higher 
dynamic range and resolution will be added. 



  

 
The future of Herbie’s presence on social media will be driven towards more university student 
interaction, alumni interaction, and engagement at local schools.  In terms of outreach to local 
K-8 schools, we envision a tablet application where school students can write small programs 
and those programs can be sent to Herbie to execute. 
 
One of the areas that we have not fully pursued is the university fundraising opportunities 
through Herbie.  Locally, Herbie has the potential to be an advertising platform used to raise 
money while displaying corporate signage.  On a larger scale, Herbie can be used as a 
fundraising platform with a broader reach to alumni through social media. 
 
Lessons Learned 
 
One of the primary lessons learned when running Herbie on campus is the impact of having a 
friendly face on the robot.  Initially, the robot was run without eyes or a face and not many 
students were interested in what the robot was doing or where it was going.  Once the Herbie 
face was attached to the robot, there was more interaction with students talking to the robot (even 
though it could not talk back) and people following the robot.  This effect was also described 
with service robots where eyes were attached to the robot17. 
 
Another successful philosophical decision during early Herbie development is to keep the robot 
in working order as much as possible.  This is an important principle that is often overlooked 
during the progression of university projects.  It is very tempting to modify hardware or software 
that will make the robot non-operational for an extended period of time, but the drawback is that 
the robot will not be ready for a spontaneous demonstration request.  We have kept to the 
concept of leaving the robot in working order at the end of each work day.  
 
Conclusion 
 
We describe here an autonomous robot, Herbie, that provides benefits to our university campus 
in a number of ways.  As a research platform, undergraduate students of all levels, from 
freshman to graduate students, can work on improving machine learning models by either 
collecting training data or developing the models themselves.  As a campus character, Herbie can 
interact with students during one of his autonomous runs and also interaction can occur over 
social media.  Finally, Herbie has been useful as an ambassador of technology to classes at local 
schools.  
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